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Vivek Drops Out, Endorses Trump After Iowa Caucus

AP Images
Vivek Ramaswamy

Vivek Ramaswamy suspended his campaign
for President last night after receiving 7.7
percent of the Iowa caucus vote. After the
results, Ramaswamy announced, “As of this
moment we are going to suspend this
Presidential campaign, and this going to
have to be, there is no path for me to be the
next President absent things that we don’t
want to see happen in this country.”

Ramaswamy said there were two “America
First” candidates in the race, and endorsed
former President Donald Trump, saying,
“Earlier tonight I called Donald Trump to tell
him I congratulate him on his victory, and
now going forward he will have my full
endorsement for the Presidency.”

The Ramaswamy campaign focused on the America First movement, and encouraged his supporters to
follow him in supporting Trump, saying, “I’m going to ask you to follow me in taking the America first
movement to the next level, it did not begin in 2016 it began in 1776.” Forbes reports polls show 37
percent of Ramaswamy supporters would vote for DeSantis in New Hampshire, followed by 35 percent
supporting Trump.

Trump congratulated Ramaswamy, saying, “I also want to congratulate Vivek because he did a hell of a
job, he came from zero and he’s got a big percent, probably eight percent, almost eight percent, and
that’s an amazing job.”

Ramaswamy stated that he will likely campaign for Trump in the upcoming New Hampshire primary,
saying, “Tomorrow we’re likely, I’m going to appear with Donald Trump at a rally in New Hampshire to
lay out what I see and what we see for the future of the country.”

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2024-primary-elections/iowa-president-results
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2024-primary-elections/iowa-president-results
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NhnPV9h-zVU
https://www.vivek2024.com/america-first-2-0/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/saradorn/2024/01/16/ramaswamy-drops-out-of-2024-presidential-race-after-iowa-heres-who-could-pick-up-his-supporters/?sh=10aa599c2b8b
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BA2z2LGOuZY&amp;t=98s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=soUsrHN7iwE
https://thenewamerican.com/author/dderidder/?utm_source=_pdf
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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